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Time, Space, Timespace, Spacetime: Theatre History in 
Simultaneous Universes 
Rosemarie Bank 
The Garden of Forking Paths is an image, incomplete yet not false, 
of the universe as Ts'ui Pen conceived it. In contrast to Newton 
and Schopenhauer, your ancestor did not think of time as uniform 
and absolute. He believed in an infinite series of times, in a dizzily 
growing, ever spreading network of diverging, converging and 
parallel times. This web of time-the strands of which approach 
one another, fork, intersect, break off, or ignore one another for 
centuries—embraces all possibilities. We do not exist in the 
majority of these times. In some you exist and not I; in others, I 
and not you; in yet others both of us exist. In the present one, in 
which chance has favored me, you have come to my gate; in 
another, while crossing the garden, you found me dead; in yet 
another, I utter these same words, but I am a mistake, a phantom. 
Jorge Luis Borges The Garden of Forking Paths1 
In October of 1927, the fifth Solvey Conference convened at the Hôtel 
Métropole in Brussels. Present were the founders of relativity physics and 
quantum theory, among them Planck, Einstein, Bohr, de Broglie, Born, 
Schrôdinger, Heisenberg, Kramers, Pauli, and Dirac.2 Though the Conference 
is best remembered for the articulation of the Bohr-Einstein debate 
concerning complementarity (the Copenhagen Interpretation)~wave-particle 
duality and its continuity or discontinuity when observed3—the Solvey Con-
ference also served as the departure point for a January 1986 New York 
Academy of Sciences meeting devoted, as the conference nearly sixty years 
earlier had been, to quantum measurement theory (see note).4 The six 
decades spanning these two gatherings curve over the landscape not only of 
twentieth century physics, but of attempts to adjust the topologies of 
philosophy, the hard and soft sciences, literature, history, and the arts to the 
relative universe. There are many signs bearing witness to their intersection: 
the impact of non-Euclidean geometry in earlier twentieth century art and 
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architecture,5 Joseph Frank's 1945 essay "Spatial Form in Modern Literature" 
and the subsequent identification of "spacecriticism,"6 the Fall 1948 issue of 
Dialectica offering philosophers and physicists a chance to discuss three-value 
logic and quantum mechanics,7 the first New York Academy of Sciences 
conference (1977) devoted to what is generally known as chaos research,8 and 
the development in 1985-87 of the Society for Literature and Science,9 name 
a few outcroppings in an intellectual and artistic terrain imprinted by relativity 
physics and quantum mechanics. 
To these twin pillars of twentieth century cognition might be added chaos 
studies, the nonlinear, unpredictable dynamics observed in fields as diverse as 
astronomy, chemistry, math, ecology, economics, geography, and biology. 
Taken as the century's third revolution in the physical sciences, wherein 
relativity eliminated Newtonian absolute space and time, quantum theory a 
uniform measurement process, and chaos the Darwinian dream of determin-
istic predictability, it is the latter revolution that "applies to the universe we see 
and touch, to objects at human scale."10 Not unlike the theatre itself, which 
stands at the intersections of intellectual and cultural processes, the very 
richness of relativity physics, quantum theory, and chaos studies makes them 
at once remote and familiar, useful and useless, clear and clouded in their 
possible application to contemporary theatre research. 
But a practitioner of a discipline should not seek to avoid the 
professional anxiety generated by the unavailability of an analytically 
pure object of study that defines his or her field with clear and 
distinct precision. Instead, the necessary anxiety inherent in any 
mode of cultural or social study should be converted as much as 
possible into a source of tension that stimulates work whose import 
cannot be safely confined within disciplinary walls.11 
It is in the universe of indeterminacy that the present discourse operates. 
This essay will first consider those principles of relativity physics and quantum 
theory of the Solvey generation that bear upon the development of the theory 
of parallel or simultaneous universes, which received its most public ack-
nowledgment at the 1986 New York Academy of Sciences conference. The 
impact of first generation relativity and quantum physics upon literature, the 
arts, and concepts of cognitive authority in history will lead to a consideration 
of the theory of simultaneous universes and its potential for contemporary 
historiography and historical research. The essay will then apply these ideas, 
as an example, to one question in theatre history in Jacksonian America (c. 
1830-1860). My discourse attempts to map an historical timespace12 within 
spacetime as contemporary physics reads it, consisting of multiple co-existent 
universes such as those Borges describes. In pursuing this topology, I seek to 
illustrate Einstein's observation that "time and space are modes by which we 
think and not conditions in which we live."13 
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I. 
The universe which Einstein proposed in 1915 is not only curved, it is 
anisotropic, that is, the shape or geometry of space varies in different direc-
tions.14 In thinking this elasticity, it is useful to conceive of time as a dimension 
of space.15 The physicists gathered in Brussels had few disagreements 
concerning these displacements of traditional spatio-temporal concepts. 
Rather, their revolutionary rearticulation of the nature of the universe found 
its field of controversy in the question of measurement and the impact of the 
observer. Just prior to the fifth Solvey Conference, Werner Heisenberg had 
articulated the principle of indeterminism, generally identified as the uncer-
tainty principle,16 which holds that it is impossible to know both the location 
of a subatomic particle and its energy or momentum simultaneously.17 In 
accepting Heisenberg's description of the position-momentum problem, Niels 
Bohr argued that though the values to be ascribed were uncertain, they were 
complementary,18 that is, that Heisenberg's particle could be seen as a particle 
or as a wave as the observer chose. This duality implied that a phenomenon 
could never be fully measured in an observation because there was always a 
"hidden real" caused by the observer's intervention.19 Einstein found the idea 
of observer influence obnoxious and countered, in 1935, with the argument that 
an object must have both position and momentum before prediction can be 
made; the observer merely chooses which quantity to predict.20 
The observer-measurement issues are fundamental to the quantum 
universe, both in how it deviates from Newton's cosmology and in the "reality" 
problems it suggests. The Einstein-Bohr/Heisenberg dispute focused upon the 
tension between a theory which represents objects themselves and upholds 
continuity and causality (Einstein) and a theory representing the probability 
and discontinuity of a thing, occurring (Bohr-Heisenberg).21 The latters' 
uncertain universe relative to the position of the observer both accepts 
temporal indeterminacy and Heisenberg's potentia, that is, that events are 
tendencies, an "intermediate layer of reality, halfway between the massive 
reality of matter and the intellectual reality of the idea or the image."22 In 
such a universe, there are no objects "out there" in "reality" taking a pre-
existing course of action; that potential course or object is what measurement 
supplies.23 Epistemological questions are evoked by these quantum concerns: 
in terms of what does an observer create "reality"? Do we give cognitive 
authority to "being" or "doing" when we choose between "being" and "being 
seen"? Can we arrive only at three value logic's third position-neither 
affirmative nor negative, but indeterminate?24 
In the 1930s, John von Neumann began to formulate a quantum calculus 
for space that affected both mathematical physics and logic.25 Von Neumann 
observed that "quantum mechanics is in compelling logical contradiction with 
causality . . . that there is at present no occasion and no reason to speak of 
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causality in nature-because no equipment indicates its presence . . . and the 
only known theory which is compatible with our experiences relative to 
elementary processes, quantum mechanics, contradicts it."26 With Garrett 
Birkhoff in 1936, von Neumann attempted to construct a measurement 
structure for the quantum universe that sparked considerable controversy, in 
its application if not in the appropriateness of its task.27 Von Neumann 
subsequently concluded both that discontinuous change could not be reduced 
to continuous change, but was itself irreducible, and that "it is impossible to 
formulate a complete and consistent theory of quantum mechanical measure-
ment without reference to human consciousness."28 As the first generation of 
physics went into its final years, quantum and relativity seemed related in an 
observer-created "reality." 
In the course of pursuing their scientific investigations in relativity physics 
and quantum mechanics, one historian of science notes, "more epistemology 
was produced than in the process of philosophical speculation."29 The impact 
of Einstein's relative and Heisenberg's uncertain universe registered in a host 
of humanistic fields and artistic practices, including philosophy, and found a 
general audience as well via the widely publicized eclipse experiment of 1919 
that confirmed Einstein's theory concerning the curvature of space. Artistic 
practice in the movements that succeeded Cubism in art30 also reflect relativity 
physics, for example, the work of painters like Duchamp, the poets Khlebnikov 
and Gertrude Stein, the filmmaker Eisenstein, architect Buckminster Fuller, 
scene designers Claude Bragdon and Norman Bel Geddes, and the work of 
playwrights-theorists Tristan Tzara, Apollinaire, and Andre Breton.31 While 
concepts of spacetime in the arts at the time of the Solvey Conference were 
not necessarily informed by the complexities of quantum relativity, they quickly 
became so. The Manifeste Dimensioniste of 1936, for example, fielded an 
impressive list of signatories in support of the new physics in literature, 
painting, sculpture, and theatre at a moment when "reality" itself was under-
going concentrated re-examination.32 
As an idea whose time had come, quantum relativity was brought into the 
service of numerous assaults upon logic and "reality," as witnessed by Breton's 
essays33 and Salvador Dali's discussion of Einstein in the context of his own 
famous melted watches ("the extravagant and solitary Camembert of time and 
space").34 While, as contemporary painter Tony Robbin notes, "in the 
development of new metaphors for space, artists, physicists, and mathe-
maticians are usually in step,"35 the first generation of quantum physics also 
had wide repercussions for literature between the wars. At heart was the 
inability of a classically constructed language to express quantum "reality." As 
Bohr put it, "We are suspended in language in such a way that we cannot say 
what is up and what is down,"36 while Heisenberg observed that "it would be 
a self-contradiction to describe in natural language a logical scheme [i.e., 
quantum mechanics] that does not apply to natural language."37 As mathe-
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matician David Finkelstein noted in 1963, with classic understatement, "We are 
in a delicate position, using logic to study the need for changing logic." 
The numerous experiments with language in fiction and theatre during 
the interwar years need not be rearticulated here, and, indeed, the view that 
the conventions describing what literature is are themselves grounded in 
Newtonian metaphysics has been much considered from the 1920's to the 
present day.39 With a revisioning of how a character might be created, an idea 
or point of view expressed, and how a literary work might be structured, 
drama, fiction, and poetry all engaged discontinuity, relativity, observer 
influence, absence, the curvature of timespace, duality, and the relational 
nature of "reality." Not surprisingly, theory and criticism expanded its 
consideration of these elements in both language and literature. For example, 
linguists and the major figures in semiotics, phenomenology, and structuralism 
emerged during the years between the wars.40 The occupation of the quantum 
landscape by these concerns and their articulators was captured in Joseph 
Frank's 1945 essay,41 identifying the attempt by literature and criticism to 
overcome temporality, a region whose explorers have been subsequently 
identified as spacecritics.42 
Though of the post-Hiroshima generation, historian-philosopher Michel 
Foucault, whose schematization of history as power/knowledge is spatial, may 
be taken as exemplary of the influence an informed reading of first generation 
physics has had/may have upon historiography and historical practice in post-
Hegelian times.43 Visible at once in Foucault's work are classical postulates 
such as Einstein's sense of local (or field) histories, the exploration of a 
multitude of small events wherein matter and energy (things and processes) 
are joined.44 Foucault's examination of the "curve" of local discourse at specific 
temporal and regional points might find a relationship to Einstein's general 
theory. Further, modulations of Heisenberg's probability and uncertainty 
(analyses are probable and indeterminate), Bohr's complementarity (binary 
theories of negation give way to necessary difference), Pauli's exclusion and 
conservation (the absent event and the chart of prohibitions are legitimized as 
information), and Dirac's formulation of antimatter (that histories, like 
particles, have doubles representing different states of the same energy/event 
moving backward as freely as forward in time) are evoked in Foucault's 
observation-located history.45 In the universe of early quantum physics, 
Foucault's power/knowledge suggests a way of replacing "Newtonian-Cartesian 
conceptions of causality, time, space, subject and object with systematic 
relations in which the subject is merely a variable function, objects have no 
fixed substance, space and time interact, and change is discontinuous."46 
II. 
The rearticulation of the legacy of early twentieth century quantum 
physics to philosophy, artistic practice, literary theory-criticism, and historio-
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graphy-history detailed in these pages (and elsewhere in this issue)~serves two 
functions: first, to remind us that quantum physics already has a long 
demonstration in the arts and humanities, including applications in theatre 
practice and theatre research; second, to encourage us to move on, as physics 
has, to further expansion of these concepts as they may enrich our theory and 
practice in theatre. No concept seems more compelling today than spacetime, 
whose identification "with caused relations on epistemic grounds has its origins 
both in general empiricist and positivist claims about the association of 
meaning with mode of verification, and, of course, in Einstein's critique of the 
notion of simultaneity for distant events."47 The impact of such a linkage of 
time and causality upon historiography will be evident, but it had a strong role 
to play in the measurement and observer dispute in post-war physics as well. 
In 1957, physicist Hugh Everett took on the observer problem trouble-
some to Bohr and Einstein, and offered the following picture of multiple 
universes: 
Throughout all of a sequence of observation processes there is only 
one physical system representing the observer, yet there is no single 
unique state of the observer . . . Nevertheless, there is a represen-
tation in terms of a superposition, each element of which contains a 
definite observer state and a corresponding system state. Thus with 
each succeeding observation (or interaction), the observer state 
'branches' into a number of different states. Each branch represents 
a different outcome of the measurement. . . . All branches exist 
simultaneously in the superposition after any given sequence of 
observations. . . . From the viewpoint of the theory all elements of 
a superposition (all "branches") are "actual," none any more "real" 
than the rest.48 
What Everett proposed was to escape the dualistic quality of early quantum 
measurement theories, which posed two modes of behavior ultimately 
dependent on the observer, by rejecting the idea that a wave packet collapses 
or pops due to observation.49 Instead, he posed only waves that branch, each 
branch in a different universe (superposition) which object and observer both 
occupied. 
Subsequent formulations of Everett's theory in the late 1960's sought to 
verify his position, but the theory remained in contest not least for the threat 
it seemed to pose to all non-multiuniverse theories, including those of the first 
generation of relativity physics sketched here.50 In two papers in the 1980's, 
however, John Cramer suggested a reconciling interpretation wherein he 
recalled that when a quantum wave "popped" because observation takes place, 
according to the Copenhagen Interpretation, the wave is said to collapse from 
possibility to fact. To measure this collapse, a mathematical "conjugate" is 
used. If we imagined the conjugate as a wave, he argued, one running 
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backward in the same spacetime through which the quantum wave moves 
forward, the collapse of the wave function occurs when the conjugate wave and 
the original wave intersect and modulate each other.51 It's not flow (un-
observed) or pop (observed) but both. 
Simultaneous with giving voice to the time dimension in measurement, 
the temporal aspects of the observer were also scrutinized by second gener-
ation physics.52 Between 1978 and 1981, John Wheeler articulated the Bohr-
Einstein debate in terms of a delayed choice experiment, wherein the 
experimenter could decide after a photon had taken one of two paths which 
path it would take, in a sense placing an effect before a cause.53 Wheeler's 
experiment, verified in 1985, added to the acceptance since Einstein's day that 
movement in time could be faster than light the knowledge that time does not 
flow in one direction only.54 Since both relativity and quantum theory 
separately predict simultaneous universes, it seemed the two theories might be 
joined if physicists could be satisfied they had a consistent explanation.55 For 
our purposes, an elastic time in anisotropic space provides a flexible spacetime 
that can be mapped topologically in all directions.56 At human scale, to "travel" 
knowingly in simultaneous universes and to conceive of interaction, as in 
Cramer's waves, as past and future, assumes a reading of history that is both 
fluid and relational. 
The search for the topological dynamics of a number of fields in recent 
years has been embraced as chaos studies. The legitimation in it of 
irregularities, random patterns, and complexities adds to physics' dynamics the 
topological elements of stretching, contracting, folding, and flow in the much 
faster scales of earthly change.57 At issue in chaos research is what happens 
in systems (e.g., the formation of shorelines, heartbeats, population growth) 
that work on themselves again and again, and what can be read of dynamic 
systems when they are jelled in physical forms.58 These "fractal" processes 
(fractal is used as both a noun and adjective to evoke brokeness and 
irregularity) are not the final states of systems, but the dynamics whereby 
systems choose among competing options.59 Fractal dynamics help an historian 
articulate the discontinuous relationships that define an historical timespace 
within the multiple universes of contemporary spacetime. 
Our concept of the universe at human scale has been profoundly affected 
by post-Hiroshima readings of space, time, "reality," knowledge, memory, and 
evidence. Nobel physicist Eugene Wigner argues "the 'past' is theory. The 
past has no existence except as it is recorded in the present. . . . What we call 
reality consists . . . of a few iron posts of observation between which we fill in 
by an elaborate papier-maché construction of imagination and theory."60 
Philosopher of science Gaston Bachelard similarly argues that "history [rid] of 
its conjunctive temporal tissue," allows us to see "the theatre of the past that 
is constituted by memory, the stage setting [that] maintains the characters in 
their dominant rôles. . . . In its countless alveoli, space contains compressed 
time."61 These timespaces find parallels in literary and historical studies 
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wherever time does not dominate space, for example in readings of pluralism 
and difference, doubles and gaps, or spaces within language that see time as 
multi-directional, fractal, and folding.62 
In the multiple universes of second generation physics, Foucault's practice 
again helps us to identify the dynamics of a transgressive spatial strategy of 
historical displacement that may be useful in theatre research. There is 
nowhere a barrier or boundary, nor is there a centre or edge" in either the 
quantum universe or in Foucault's legitimation of histories that transgress the 
limits of authorized readings.63 This unbounded history is displaced not only 
in the sense of there being no absolute history, no deterministic causality, no 
accumulation of information in time, no observer authorized "true" history, 
history is displaced in terms of itself. In Foucault as in the theory of simul-
taneous universes, no universe (history) is more real than any other, and the 
existence of one depends on the others. Rather, "history* (event/account) is 
set against "history" (event/account) in a search for the relational dynamics 
that access simultaneous events/universes, since, as Aronowitz observes, 
"relations, not things [are] the true objects of inquiry."64 Transformations in 
these universes occur continuously and simultaneously, as time-related events 
find systemic expression in terms of some option, which the historian submits 
to the confluence of agreements (other historians) of his or her own multiple 
universes. 
III. 
How does a playhouse become a whorehouse? Current theatre scholar-
ship tells us that numerous protests were written and published between 1830 
and 1860 against prostitutes in American theatres, that "decent" citizens were 
encouraged to and did stay away from the playhouse, that theatre gained a 
(deserved) bad reputation, indeed that so considerable were the numbers of 
prostitutes in the theatre that they had their own section in the gallery, known 
coyly as "that guilty third tier."65 Now often repeated in general as well as in 
theatre historical accounts,66 the "event" has acquired a life of its own. In the 
pre-relativity universe of absolutes, an observer-scholar who wanted to contest 
this view would observe that the evidence marshalled to support the interpre-
tation is flawed. Sources from the eighteenth century and early nineteenth 
century67 are vague as to time and place or the phenomenon they describe, 
while memoirs published after the Civil War ** are questionable as authori-
tative readings of Jacksonian era theatre. Further problems derive from 
twentieth century histories that do not verify their sources which are in turn 
cited by other twentieth century histories that should.69 Most prominent 
among questionable evidence are the obviously biased accounts of those who 
created prostitutes in the theatre as a discourse in the first place, nineteenth 
century ministers and social reformers, and the theatre actors and managers 
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who accepted their view and tried to convert it to serve their own economic or 
social interests.70 
In the nineteenth century positivist universe of science and of history 
conceived as science, the search for "truth" in the matter of prostitutes in the 
theatre in Jacksonian America would not be relegated to footnotes, as those 
who have read the extensive ones accompanying these paragraphs see has been 
done here. Rather, "truth" would assume focus, itself becoming the event in 
a battle for interpretative authority.71 It will be clear I find "that guilty third 
tier" less locatable as a "real" object than do some scholars. Important here, 
however, is not the power play of verification, but how objects/events are 
viewed in a timespace. Jacksonian theatre is exemplary of the sudden onset 
of multiple discontinuities that signal the presence of a systems-wide transfor-
mation, shifts of power which, Foucault notes, occur when cognitive authority 
-what "truth" is and who gets to decide~is challenged.72 This dynamic process 
in theatre is considered here as the presence of multiple simultaneous 
universes in a state of chaotic (discontinuous) relationship with each other. 
The overarching question will be: why does the morality of audiences 
attending the theatre in Jacksonian America become an historical discourse to 
ante-bellum New Yorkers and to us? 
Contrary to twentieth century impressions, sex in America has not always 
been a matter for public regulation. The years prior to 1830 are nearly void 
of any laws or printed matter about cautionary sex.73 The onset of the 
Jacksonian era is marked by the publication of a range of works concerning 
sexuality, broadly conceived, in scientific as well as ethical terms, ranging in 
topic from birth control to masturbation to abstinence.74 In addition, 
numerous regulatory agencies, such as the New York Female Benevolent 
Society, the New York Society of Public Morals, the New York Female Moral 
Reform Society, and the American Female Guardian Society were created 
between 1832 and 1846.75 
We may read twentieth century preoccupations with sex and contem-
porary "moral majorities" into the issue of prostitution in Jacksonian America, 
but there are a multitude of socio-cultural differences between that time and 
our own. First, there was no statutory definition of prostitution in New York 
until the early twentieth century. In the nineteenth, "when prosecuted, 
prostitutes were usually treated as disorderly persons or vagrants, and if 
convicted, it was a misdemeanor not a felony. Prostitution was only a crime 
in a public street. No law prohibited soliciting in a saloon, dance hall or 
furnished room[ing] house,"76 nor in a theatre. Second, prostitution was most 
typically casual or occasional, rather than habitual or occupational, that is, that 
sexuality could be exchanged for cash as well as companionship by working 
women without risk of committing a statutory offense,77 presuming the act was 
not consummated in public. Indeed, deplorable and uncertain wages for 
women and the poverty they produced were cited as the cause of occupational 
prostitution by William W. Sanger in his 1859 survey of the problem.78 
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If prostitution lacked statutory definition and prostitutes a clear occupa-
tional signature, the locus of the activity in antebellum New York was similarly 
fluid. Unlike many European cities, where prostitution had been geograph-
ically segregated for centuries into clearly marked districts, such an erogenous 
zone did not exist in New York until the 1850's. In 1830, most residents were 
a ten minute walk away from a brothel, for they were found in every neighbor-
hood, including the most exclusive.79 Though brothels were scattered over the 
city, they tended to concentrate close to ferry landings, hotels, and theatres, 
centers of transient population.80 (The Chatham, Bowery, Broadway, 
Lafayette, and Park Theatres all shared their blocks with brothels.) In 
addition, the favorite promenades of femmes du pave, such as the Bowery and 
Broadway, were avenues adjacent to theatres. The danger moralists saw, then, 
was threefold: one had to walk through prostitutes to get to the theatre, one 
encountered them inside the theatre, and they used the theatre as a place to 
contact clients. 
The creation of theatre audiences as a "problem" in antebellum New York 
leaves us strongly dependent upon contemporary perceptions as to which 
women attending the theatre were prostitutes, since then, as now, prostitutes 
wore no identifying tokens. Contemporary accounts locate "prostitutes," 
working and not, in all parts of the playhouse.81 Indeed, there was little 
reluctance in some quarters about identifying them or demanding their 
regulation, witness the editor of the New York Morning Herald's description of 
an audience at the Park Theatre in 1838: 
On Friday night the Park Theatre contained 83 of the most 
profligate and abandoned women that ever disgraced humanity; they 
entered in the same door, and for a time mixed indiscriminately with 
63 virtuous and respectable ladies. . . . Men of New York, take not 
your wives and daughters to the Park Theatre, until Mr. Simpson 
pays some respect to them by constructing a separate entrance for 
the abandoned of the sex.82 
St. Louis theatre manager Noah Ludlow was equally sure his private constable 
and ticket takers could separate the sheep and the wolves.83 
The recourse of choice for theatre managers in dealing with such criticism 
seems to have been the low road of discouraging solicitation on the premises, 
a course advocated by Sanger in his study: "[M]any of the managers of our 
best theatres have abolished the third tier, so called, and if any improper 
woman visits them she must do so under the assumed garb of respectability 
and conduct herself accordingly."84 Such a response to prostitutes was 
consonant with low regulatory interference between theatres and their 
audience, a tradition captured in this framing of the Astor Place riot of 1849: 
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The public and magistrates have been accustomed to look upon 
theatrical disturbances, rows, and riots, as different in their character 
from all others. The stage is presumed to be a correction of the 
manners and the morals of the public, and on the other hand the 
public has been left to correct, in its own energetic way, the manners 
and the morals of the stage; and magistrates, looking upon it as a 
matter between the actors and the audience, have generally refused 
to interfere, unless there was a prospect of a violent breach of the 
peace, when they have usually ordered the house to be closed.85 
The significance of such privatized arrangements increases when we remember 
that a police force as we know it did not exist in New York City until 1845.86 
To prostitution may be added other examples of social rupture: [class] 
tensions, a dramatic increase in riots during the antebellum decades, unprece-
dented immigration, and political shifts that empowered those who had 
previously been effaced.87 The press, whose radically increased circulation in 
New York City in the 1830's gave it considerable power in all these matters,88 
chose sides not only in political but in cultural affairs. At any time and for a 
variety of reasons, a newspaper editor hungry for respectability or influence 
might take up the campaign for decency in the theatre, shifting subsequent 
readings of prostitutes and audiences in the direction of the moral.89 
Both theatre managers and the press in Jacksonian America understood 
quite well that cultural tastes and arbiters were changing, and clearly the 
argument for regulation of the theatre's "guilty third tier" was slanted against 
the people who could but afford to sit there. Regulation of theatre audiences 
is problematized by the issue of respectability, since those Jacksonians who 
advocated the high road of either excluding prostitutes from theatres or of 
segregating them in the third tier judged on the basis of appearance. Manner 
and dress, as can be seen in the observations of Jennings, Haswell, and 
Sanger,90 signaled commodified availability to at least some "respectable" 
observers. Woe, then, to the working woman's preference for startling 
combinations of colors not unlike the bright dress of prostitutes.91 If in 
addition she flirted, for fun or profit, with men, particularly the refined men 
who alternately judged and exploited her, she could be dismissed as not 
respectable, ejected from the third tier or barred from the theatre, and with 
her the independent, aggressive Bowery "rough" with whom she was associated. 
The morality of audiences attending the theatre in Jacksonian America 
becomes a discourse not for moral reasons, but for reasons of social control. 
In one universe are ministers and moral reformers whose power to legislate 
conduct is eroding. In another is the press, seeking to capture both popular 
numbers and the power elite (or to join it). In another universe are working 
women, in another working men, forging an identity while trying to survive 
economically, alternately seizing power and losing it. In yet another universe 
is a precariously perched middle class perceiving respectability as a means to 
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upward mobility, both cultivating it and being appropriated by it. In another 
universe are prostitutes, exploiting respectability and being exploited in turn. 
And they almost all went to the theatre, a universe where the other simul-
taneous universes overlapped and interacted. A one-universe view of 
prostitutes and "that guilty third tier" as a moral issue, as ministers and 
reformers, often with the aid of theatre people, tried to make it, forces 
historians to legitimize a discourse that could not secure cognitive authority in 
its own day. 
* * * * 
The multiuniverse view displaces our usual readings of Jacksonian 
theatre, not as "a matter of emancipating truth from every system of power 
(which would be a chimera, for truth is already power), but of detaching the 
power of truth from the forms of hegemony, social, economic and cultural, 
within which it operates at the present time."92 The fractal systems of chaos 
studies extended to theatre provide some dynamics for a spatial theatre 
historiography, not final states but choices among options: spin, velocity, 
position, direction, duration, angle and shift, interval, energy, density, color, 
rhythm, stretching, contracting, tension, folding, and flow. The dynamics of 
spatial linkage might include: inbetweenness, parallelism, simultaneity, self-
consistency, self-reflexivity, transformation, isolation, succession, interpénétra-
tion, transference, reoccurrence, coexistence, and appearance/disappearance.93 
These dynamics may stimulate the location of theatre historical timespaces 
within spacetime. In Jacksonian theatre, for example, the velocity and 
direction of population growth (more, poorer people) affects ticket prices, 
choice of bill, and "that guilty third tier." The parallel growth of working 
women and protests about prostitutes may signal simultaneity or transference. 
Attempts to control young men by controlling young women suggests a tension 
in consistency between the man and his master and the man and his mate on 
a number of levels. 
Finally, simultaneous universes keep the observer problem before us. We 
are not Jacksonians and they are not us, yet in our universe they have the 
"reality" we give them. Fortunately, our universes are also multiple and subject 
to the dynamics we empower in our scholarly confluence of agreements. If 
historical time flows in many directions, the past is not "out there" waiting to 
be discovered, but is somewhere inside the future. Indeed, a contemporary of 
Borges' suggests we knew this all along: 
Time present and time past 
are both perhaps present in time future, 
and time future contained in time past 
The end of all our exploring 
will be to arrive where we started 
And know the place for the first time; 
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of enticing to guilt." "The improper, indecent, and scandalous practice of setting apart a portion 
of the boxes for this most disgusting display of shameless vice" Dunlap attributes to England 
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passport to every place." Throughout the account, Dunlap clearly allies himself with those who 
have "religious scruples about the stage," inveighs against native dramas (increasingly popular 
in the 1820s and 1830s), the size of playhouses (growing in square footage and audience capacity 
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Nowhere in this chapter, however, does Dunlap clarify what period he is discussing (the 
external evidence suggests the date of publication [1832] rather than the period of the history 
[1752-1797]) and the only theatre he mentions by name is the Federal Street in Boston (built 
in 1793). I shall deal with the social implications in Dunlap's account in the text, but note here 
that Johnson's assertion that Dunlap establishes the third tier as a feature of the mid-
eighteenth century onward American playhouse is unsupported in the pages of Dunlap's History 
cited. 
Johnson's second early source, Moreau de Saint Mér/s travelogue—see Kenneth and 
Anna M. Roberts, eds. and trans., Moreau de Saint May's American Journey, 2793-98 (Garden 
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describes as prostitutes" (a word Dunlap never uses, but that is a cavil given the overall 
interpretation of these events/accounts—see Johnson 111-113). 
Finally, there is a reference to John N. Ireland's Records of the New York Stage from 1750 
to I860, vol. I (New York: Benjamin Btom, 1966) 29-a reprint of the 1866 original-which 
seems to me to conflate the distinction between reserved and general admission in 1759 in 
Ireland's account in order to support a reading of the third tier as the area reserved for 
prostitutes, an interpretation then projected into the nineteenth century (see Johnson 116-117, 
and note 19). 
68. The chief memoirs of non-clerical/reformist theatre attenders are John J. Jennings, 
Theatrical and Circus Life, or Secrets of the Stage, Green Room and Sawdust Arena (St. Louis: 
Historical Publ. Co., 1882), Charles H. Haswell, Reminiscences of an Octogenarian of the City of 
New York, 1816-1869 (New York: Harper and Bros., 1897), and Philip Hone, The Diary of Philip 
Hone, 1828-1851 (New York: Dodd, Mead, and Co., 1927). For my reading see "Hustlers in the 
House: The Bowery Theatre As a Mode of Historical Information," forthcoming (1991) in 
Papers in Honor of Barnard Hewitt, For our purposes, I note these sources lack dates and often 
theatre names. Jennings reports prostitutes throughout the playhouses of St. Louis and draws 
some interesting distinctions among them (see 66-67). Hone discusses the theatre (347-348, for 
example), but not prostitutes, though he lived within a few blocks of both. Haswell describes 
a Saturday night visit to the Bowery Theatre in 1840 (354-365), noting the occupants of the 
fourth tier and "rough-clad women," but only two "gloved women" (prostitutes?) who seem not 
to have been seated in the galleries. None supports-or contests—a reading of prostitutes in the 
third tier in Jacksonian theatre (see Johnson, who uses Jennings 113); two suggest their presence 
in other parts of the playhouse. As historical events, these memoirs and those cited in note 70 
do not constitute sufficient observations in the binary yes-no tradition of positivist history to 
persuade. 
69. There are notable offenders here, since prostitution, New York, and theatre are 
favored subjects of popularized accounts. John M. Murtagh and Sara Harris, Cast the First Stone 
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1957) is an undocumented account of contemporary prostitution 
which makes a passing reference (204-205) to prostitutes among the ante-bellum Bowery 
Theatre's most ardent audience members: "They swarmed the galleries, using them not only for 
purposes of pickup, but also as places where their relations with unfinicky customers could be 
consummated." Less sensationally, Meade Minnigerode's The Fabulous Forties (1840-1850): A 
Presentation of Private Life (New York: G. Putnam's Sons, 1924), lists sources at its front and 
refers to them in the text, but has no notes. Accordingly, there is no documentation attached 
to his reference (155) to a "famous whispering gallery in the third tier at the Park, referred to 
by Mr. Haswell, which made it possible for practical jokers to inject disturbing remarks into the 
gallant negotiations conducted by all the young men about town with the denizens of the public 
haven. But it is quite obvious that 'the patronage of families' [a paraphrase of Haswell's 
account of the Bowery?] would scarcely have been compatible with so open an arrival at such 
covenants." To see how Haswell's two theatre visits are conflated and what he actually says, see 
Haswell. Johnson cites both Murtagh and Harris and Minnegerode, as do many historians (see 
note 68, for example). 
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70. Ministers and reformers inveighing against the theatre have left numerous observations 
of prostitutes there. The social implications of these are dealt with in the text. Specific sources 
are cited in Gilfoyle, Johnson, and in my forthcoming article. In addition to Dunlap's History, 
which in many ways set the conservative agenda in this discourse, see especially Olive Logan, 
Before the Footlights and Behind the Scenes (Philadelphia: Parmalee and Co., 1870) 537-543, and 
Noah M. Ludlow, Dramatic Life As I Found It (New York: Benjamin Blom, 1966) 478-479-a 
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